[Sprint 81] Release: 05/17/2023

Sprint Details

Development: Apr 19, 2023 - May 2, 2023
UAT: May 4, 2023 - May 10, 2023
Release: May 17, 2023

Sprint Goals

- Support for Milestones → Programs transition for Mad Hatter
- Guide dashboard paginations for
  - Steps
  - Surveys
  - Milestones
- Update Guides Steps Builder to Mad Hatter
- BHS: Year Over Year Revenue Growth Updates
- BHS: Remove 'assessment' from Dashboard
- BHS: Update copy for Welcome/Intro squeeze pages
- BHS: Autoscroll and focus on first error message in survey

What's new?

- BHS survey Year over Year Revenue Growth questions have been added to the survey
- Removed the word "assessment" from the BHS dashboard widget to be consistent with the rest of the platform
- Updated the BHS welcome/intro squeeze pages to include more information and links on how the owner can obtain specific data needed for the survey as well as a link to the BHS FAQs
- Added the functionality to autoscroll and focus on the first error message on the page when an owner tries to click the Next or Back buttons on the BHS survey

What's next?

- MH Guide Surveys Builder
- Email/Account Verification screen + user journey enhancements
- BHS survey retake enhancements
- Spike to support Chatbot across the platform
- Spike to determine how changes to onboarding impact the UI (grouping all onboarding questions on the same form to reduce the number of pages an owner must see before they get to BHS)

Improvements & Bug Fixes

- add any improvements or bug fixes